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The Tale of Gail the Snail 2005-03

poor gail the snail has lost her way home what an adventure she finds instead she meets and makes friends with a canine captain and a
friendly whale on her journey to a far off island come join gail as she rhymes her way to the shores of kitchy koomy island you ll be glad
you did combining poetry with imaginative art the tale of gail the snail will delight young emerging readers also included at the end of the
book are lesson plans for teachers as well as the snail trail a song about snails

Sally the Snail 2008-04

what do snails eat where do snails live how do snails move all of these questions are answered in a fun poetic dialogue between sally and
her new friend spider as sally answers spider s questions both of them gain an understanding of each other s differences this book makes
backyard exploring more fun than it ever was before

The Tale of the Snail 2013

all the animals are rushing to get aboard noah s ark but the slow slow one toe gently does it come and go slip sliding slithery snail knows
that noah won t sail without him this simple picture book with its bouncy rhyming text will delight pre schoolers and help encourage their
language development bright contemporary artwork perfectly complements the text and adds to the fun part of the new ladybird i m ready to
read series it is perfect for reading aloud and sharing with young children

Talk to the Snail 2008-09-04

have you been taken to what you ve been assured is the perfect house deep in the french countryside only to find there s no electricity or
running water gone to the doctor with a nasty cough and been diagnosed with a rather more personal complaint walked into an half empty
restaurant only to be told that it s complet if the answer to any of the above is oui talk to the snail is the book for you find out how to
get served in a restaurant the best way to deal with french hypochondria learn the language of love sex and suppositories not necessarily in
that order it s all here in this funny informative seriously useful guide on how to get what you really want from the french with advice on
essential phrases and bons mots to cover all eventualities and illustrated with witty real life anecdotes talk to the snail is a book that
no self respecting francophile or francophobe can afford to be without don t go to france without reading this book and don t even think of
buying a house there

The Snail That Never Fails 2015-01-31

the snail that never fails is a comedic journey about the life of a slow snail trying to make it in the ocean how could a slow snail ever
manage that with some out of the box thinking and a couple of friends enjoy the slow snail s journey from the land into the open sea with
some relaxing visits to the beach now isn t that the life we all dream about join the slow snail on his adventure from the land out into the
open sea and then back to the beach with his slow snail band his dreams are within reach watch the slow snail go but he is always a little
slow soon next the ant can t get into the house

The Snail Who Forgot the Mail : 2017-11-30

teach your child patience you forgot the mail the king yelled at the snail but the snail stayed as calm as could be he was not afraid of the
king you see he knew where the gift was he knew what to do the monsters learned that patience pays off too we are all familiar with the
phenomenon of children wanting everything here and now this story describes just such a situation i hope you and your children will enjoy it
and learn from it
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Super Snail 2019-04-04

meet kevin ordinary slug by day fearless shell wearing super snail by night the superhero you didn t know you were waiting for from the
acclaimed creator of weasels and steven seagull elys dolan kevin must prove his worth to the legendary league of heroes all with the power
of slime when disaster strikes and the snail signal shines it s time for him to step up will he figure out how to get his pants on outside
his clothes even though he doesn t have a bum will he discover his true slimy superpower and defeat the evil villain laser pigeon will he
even get there in time

The Tale of Mortimer the Tortoise & Simon the Snail 2016-08-26

a tortoise and a snail set off on a journey they work together and meet fellow creatures along the way while working to get to the top of
the hill

The Snail Who Went to Sleep 2003-01-01

a story in rhyme about the phenomenon of the snail it is active in the winter months and sleeps through the entire summer

The Snail with the Right Heart 2020-11-03

based on a real scientific event and inspired by a beloved real human in the author s life this is a story about science and the poetry of
existence about time and chance genetics and gender love and death evolution and infinity concepts often too abstract for the human mind to
fathom often more accessible to the young imagination concepts made fathomable in the concrete finite life of one tiny unusual creature
dwelling in a pile of compost amid an english garden emerging from this singular life is a lyrical universal invitation not to mistake
difference for defect and to welcome across the accordion scales of time and space diversity as the wellspring of the universe s beauty and
resilience

The Snail That Almost Got Stepped On 2021

this is gail gail the snail gail the snail was on a trail when suddenly this is a great book for early readers

Snail 1999-06-29

welcome to the wonderful world of bugs with a wild new edition of this popular series readers will get inside hives tunnels and cocoons for
a close up view of the lives of common insects each book contains a bug map that identifies the parts of each creature and a thinking about
spread that encourage readers to draw conclusions and apply learning

The Snail and the Whale 2019-05-14

calling all seaside explorers learn all about the natural world of the coast with spotter guides activities crafts and fun facts about the
seaside and the animals that live there plus over 200 stickers based on julia donaldson and axel scheffler s bestselling picture book the
snail and the whale this colourful trail book is a perfect way for even the youngest nature lovers to explore the facinating world of the
seaside the snail and the whale seaside trail book is a small handy size perfect for trips to the seaside but it also has plenty of games
activities and ideas to keep the whole family entertained at home or at the seaside this is an exciting sticker activity book about stopping
seeing listening and learning in a way that s accessible and fun with activities that link into the early years foundation stage eyfs of the
curriculum
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Steven the Snail 2019-07-15

steven is having a birthday party but it s a long journey to the party will me make it in time and in one piece this picture book targets s
blends and is part of speech bubbles 1 a series of picture books that target specific speech sounds within the story the series can be used
for children receiving speech therapy for children who have a speech sound delay disorder or simply as an activity for children s speech
sound development and or phonological awareness they are ideal for use by parents teachers or caregivers bright pictures and a fun story
create an engaging activity perfect for sound awareness please see other titles in the series for stories targeting other speech sounds

Talk to the Snail 2006-10-09

have you ever walked into a half empty restaurant in france only to be told that it scomplet attempted to say merci beaucoup and
accidentally complimented someone on their cute backside been taken to what you ve been assured is the perfect house deep in the countryside
only to find there s no electricity or running water if the answer to any of the above is oui talk to the snailis the book for you find out
how to get served in a restaurant learn to be exquisitely polite and brutally rude at the same time discover the language of love sex and
suppositories not necessarily in that order it s all here in this funny informative seriously useful guide on how to get what youreallywant
from the french with advice on essential phrases and bons mots to cover all eventualities and illustrated with witty real life anecdotes
talk to the snailis a book that no self respecting francophile or francophobe can afford to be without

The Road to the Snail 1961

in the middle of a garden beyond which stretched endless meadows was a rose bush under the rose bush lived a snail who enjoyed talking to
the rose bush they asked themselves what from this small garden they could bring to the world hans christian andersen 1805 1875 was a danish
author poet and artist celebrated for children s literature his most cherished fairy tales include the emperor s new clothes the little
mermaid the nightingale the steadfast tin soldier the snow queen the ugly duckling and the little match girl his books have been translated
into every living language and today there is no child or adult that has not met andersen s whimsical characters his fairy tales have been
adapted to stage and screen countless times most notably by disney with the animated films the little mermaid in 1989 and frozen which is
loosely based on the snow queen in 2013 thanks to andersen s contribution to children s literature his birth date april 2 is celebrated as
international children s book day

The Song of Solomon the Snail 2017-12-15

the snail and the quail is a light hearted story of two unlikely friends that share in an adventure in big eyed search of the world s
biggest tail authors lucia and virgilio maldonado have filled this story with flowing rhymes that will make this story an enjoyable
experience every time you read it your tail won t believe it lucia and virgilio maldonado owe their inspiration of this book to there three
daughters after many a night of bed time stories they began coming up with their own tall tales which have kept their children entertained

The Snail and the Rosebush 2020-06-29

look for hidden objects as you work your way through every scene taking in all the sights the wonderfully detailed illustrations create busy
scenes which will keep children entertained not only this but your children will learn along the way too fantastic spot book activities
combined with non fiction settings make for an informative and entertaining series with interesting facts dotted on each page further
educational value is added to the books
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The Snail and the Quail 2010-12

the adventures of the frog and snail by cody byrd frog and snail are best friends although they are different creatures with very different
personalities they always manage to be there when they need each other join frog and snail through their fun and warmhearted holiday
experiences in the adventures of the frog and snail their stories give readers of all ages the opportunity to remember their past holiday
memories and understand the importance of friendship along the way

Spot The Snail in the Garden 2015-09-01

when the snail challenges him to a race little ant can t resist the opportunity to show off he knows there is no way that the snail can beat
him but he soon finds out that there is more to winning than being the best this story is a re imagining of aesop s fable the tortoise and
the hare and teaches that slow and steady wins the race about the little ant books these character building stories for ages 3 to 7 are re
imaginings of aesop s classic fables in each story little ant learns a moral or safety related lesson other frequently recurring themes in
the stories include kindness friendship and the importance of being yourself connect with little ant visit littleantbooks com to download
free coloring sheets activities and lesson plans follow little ant on facebook at littleantnews follow little ant on instagram at
littleantnews

The Adventures of the Frog and Snail 2016-09-15

start with science books introduce kids to core science concepts through engaging stories fresh illustrations and supplemental activities
one day oscar comes across a nest made of twigs and leaves perfect for sheltering eggs it makes him wonder about all the things we use in
our daily lives like glass paper plastic and cloth with the help of his friend snail the curious kitten learns why we choose specific
materials to do different jobs where the materials come from and what useful qualities they have back matter includes an index and
supplemental activities

Gail the Snail 2009-06

helping children overcome the fear of a dark room can be a daunting task for parents making bedtime a nightly chore sofia the snail the
little snail who was afraid of the dark is a charming story that addresses a child s fear of bedtime darkness the colorful pages and poetic
tale offers parents a whimsical way to comfort even the most nervous little sleeper

Little Ant and the Snail 2019-06

a tenor s voice passionate and pure draws shy rebecca butler into the studentenheim s crowded social room finished singing khalil khoury
notices her sitting alone joins her then notices no one else georgetown university s 1964 summer program opens salzburg s magic begins the
butterfly the snail interweaves several heartfelt encounters creating a fabric of love and intimacy that transforms their lives forever on
one outing rebecca loses her footing and tumbles down untersberg mountain khalil risks his life and almost loses it to save rebecca from
falling off the peak two days later rebecca discovers a newborn butterfly and then spies a snail picking its way up the path these creatures
come to symbolize this couple s extraordinary relationship relaxing on gaisberg s hillside rebecca reveals the turmoil she s had to overcome
to gain inner peace yet she confesses her heart s desire love has eluded her when khalil reacts with sympathy and compassion she desires
that powerful mystical love radiating from within him she asks how can i love like you his answer binds them together forever six weeks
later the program ends as rebecca says good bye khalil hands her an envelope not to be opened until out of salzburg is this his auf
wiedersehen or the beginning of a deeper relationship discover if their magic continues beyond salzburg i personally wanted to congratulate
you for submitting one of the top proposals in the contest this is no small feat given more than 300 proposals were received and yours rose
to the top christine kloser 2012 transformational author writing contest sponsor i am reading your book and i love it i really cried on the
chapter about your father my mother died from cervical cancer and had a lot of agony and pain also so i really connected with you and your
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family it was beautifully written you are really good marilyn hughes gaston m d co founder prime time sister circles r former us assistant
surgeon general

Oscar and the Snail 2011-02-22

describes the physical characteristics habits and natural environment of the snail

Sofia the Snail 2013-05-09

avon the snail and edward a take charge ant set off together on a journey to an undetermined destination in search of unspecified adventures

The Butterfly and the Snail 2013-03

a simple but creative book for parents or grandparents to read to the kids its funny cute and will bring a smile to child s face

Life of the Snail 1987-01-01

engage your mathematics students at the beginning of class with this whole class warm up activity this product features a step by step
lesson assessment information and a snapshot of what the warm up looks like in the classroom

The End of the Beginning 2008

do you yearn for a life that is slower one that allows you to do your own thing to work and play at your own pace snails have so much to
teach us they work hard and are active in their communities but on their own time we can all take a page from the snail s playbook just
enjoy who we are and what we do we can find new peace in our own spaces

The Tale of Dale the Snail 2018-04-02

a snail s life from the time it is hatched to the time it lays its own eggs

Guided Math Stretch: Representations of Patterns--At a Snail's Pace 2014-06-01

the reader imagines how it feels to be a snail

Hail to the Snail 2018-07-25

this introduction to the world of the snail aims to bring this familiar small creature sympathetically to life young children should be
fascinated by this tiny life found just outside their back door

The Snail 1983

enter the administration peretz spends his days navigating the bureaucracy of the administration the institute tasked with governing the
forest below except no one ever seems to go there and his attempts only trap him further within the workings of this strange organisation
enter the forest candide cannot remember how he got to the forest and he is certain he belongs somewhere else determined to escape he finds
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that all paths lead him round strange bends and into encounters with bizarre creatures nothing is as it seems this classic sf novel sees
boris and arkady strugatsky meditate on how little man can understand of the wider world and in doing so produce one of the great literary
works to come out of soviet russia

Snail in the Woods 1979

a beautifully illustrated story book for young children with 28 full color pages solomon the snail shows young readers that even though time
is precious and should be used wisely everyone should go at their own pace

The snail's spell 1992

john can do nothing well until a snail gives him one hundred fabulous stories to tell but when even they wear thin he goes in search of the
snail again

Are You a Snail? 2000

have you ever been told that you were walking too slow or maybe taking too long to order your dinner sammy the snail was told that he was so
slow so many times that he was beginning to feel that he must be an underachiever join former school teacher and literacy coach carolyn
femrite as she shows you that being slow is okay sammy s parents know that he is just a late bloomer but it isn t until sammy discovers many
wonderful things about nature that he realizes just how special he is once he shares the knowledge that he has gained while taking a slow
walk he begins to understand that everyone grows and learns at different rates join sammy in sammy the snail as he gains confidence and
begins to believe in himself

The Snail on the Slope 2019-10-17

Solomon the Snail 2018-05

Report of the Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of California... 1890

The Story Snail 1987

Sammy the Snail 2007-09
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